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• Astronomy in the XXI century

• The Virtual Observatory (VO)

• The VO in Europe: the EURO-VO project

• Data providers in the VO era
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The way Astronomy 
works

• Telescopes (ground- and space-based, covering the full 
electromagnetic spectrum) ⇒ Observatories

• Instruments (telescope/band dependent) ⇒ Observatories/Consortia

• Publications ⇒ Journals

• Data curation (metadata + tables & catalogues) ⇒ Data curators

• Data analysis software (instrument dependent) ⇒

Observatories/Consortia/Researchers

• Active Archives ⇒ Observatories/Agencies

• … and Public Outreach ⇒ Observatories/Agencies
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The Virtual 
Observatory

• The Virtual Observatory (VO) is an innovative, still evolving, system to:
� take advantage of astronomical data explosion 
� allow astronomers to interrogate multiple data centres in a seamless 
and transparent way and to utilize at best astronomical data
� permit remote computing and data analysis
� foster new science

• Web: all documents inside PC; VO: all astronomical databases inside PC
• VO ⇒ democratization of astronomy!
• All of the above requires the various players to speak the same language ⇒

VO standards and protocols defined and adopted within the IVOA 
(International Virtual Observatory Alliance), which includes 16 projects 
world-wide
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the EURO-VO 
http://www.euro-
vo.org

• Successor to the Astrophysical Virtual Observatory (AVO), 
which was a 5 M€, Phase A study (2001 - 2004/5) on the scientific 
requirements and technology for building the VO in Europe, 50%
funded by European Community (Fifth Framework Programme 
[FP5])
• Includes 8 partners: ESO, European Space Agency (ESA), plus 
six national nodes: INAF (Italy), INSU (France), INTA (Spain), 
NOVA (Netherlands), PPARC (UK), and RDS (Germany)
• Has three components: Data Centre Alliance, Technology Centre, 
Facility Centre
• Partly funded by the EC but substantial (~ 50%) partner support



An alliance of European data 
centres who will populate the 
EURO-VO with data, provide 
the physical storage and 
computational fabric and who 
will publish data, metadata 
and services to the EURO-
VO using VO technologies

A distributed organization 
that coordinates a set of 
research and development 
projects on the advancement 
of VO technology, systems 
and tools in response to 
scientific and community 
requirements

An operational organization, 
that provides the EURO-VO 
with a persistent, centralized 
registry for resources, 
standards and certification 
mechanisms as well as 
community support for VO 
technology take-up and 
scientific programs. EURO-
VO’s “public face”
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Recent EURO-VO 
Activities 

• Data Centre Alliance (DCA): 
� Community Workshop Astronomical Spectroscopy and the VO (March 2007 at 
European Space Astronomy Centre [ESAC], Madrid)
� EURO-VO Workshop on how to publish data in the VO (June 2007 at ESAC)
� Project review Jan. 10 2008
� EURO-VO Workshop on how to publish data in the VO (this week)

•VOTC: 
� VO-TECH “Design Studies” meetings every 6 months 
� Project review Oct. 8 2007

• Facility Centre (FC), located at ESO, co-managed by ESO & ESA. Main activities: 
� 1st EURO-VO Technical Workshop (June 2005 at ESO)
� Selection of EURO-VO Science Advisory Committee; held first 4 meetings 
� EURO-VO Web pages
� EURO-VO Research Initiative
� Participation to conferences, workshops, and schools
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The EURO-VO 
Project: near future 

• The EURO-VO proposal “Astronomical Infrastructure for Data Access 
(AIDA)” submitted to the EC first Framework Programme 7 (FP7) 
Infrastructure call INFRA-2007-1.2.1 “Scientific Digital Repositories” 
has been selected for funding (2.7 M€); same partners as the EURO-VO
• Project started Feb. 1, 2008. This ensures continuation of European-
wide VO activities at least until 2010
• AIDA is a combination of DCA, VOTC, and FC activities
• AIDA aims at unifying the digital data collection of European 
astronomy, integrating their access mechanisms with evolving e-
technologies and enhancing the science extracted from these data-sets
• VO is moving worldwide from development to operations
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Data Providers in 
the VO Era

• The VO needs data ⇒ astronomical data providers lie at its 
foundation

• The VO is more than a system: also a “frame of mind”            
⇒ modern access to better data

• The VO is “convenient” for data providers as well. Various reasons: 
1. old technology has hard time keeping up with current data 

volume and complexity
2. broadens user base 
3. exposes highly processed data in a direct way through VO 

protocols
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VO-compliant 
Archives

The VO cannot (and does not) dictate how to manage an archive
• The VO requires data centres to have a “VO layer” to:

� “translate” any locally defined parameter to the standard (IVOA 
compliant) ones (e.g., RA can be called in many different ways)

� hide any observatory/telescope/instrument specific detail and 
work in astronomical units: e.g., wavelength range/band (not 
grism or filter name), spectral resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, 
field of view, limiting magnitude ⇒ provide the right meta-data 
(data about data)

• The VO will work at best with high level “science-ready” data ⇒
data centres should make an effort to provide such data

• The scope of this Workshop is to help data providers publish their 
data in the VO framework
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• 13 European member states (14 as of July 1: Austria joining) + 
agreement with Chile
• ESO operates one of the largest astronomical archives in the world; 
committed to becoming a key provider of data and resources in the VO

• The European Organisation for Astronomical Research in the Southern 
Hemisphere
• Intergovernmental organisation (founded 1962) to 'establish and
operate an astronomical observatory in the southern hemisphere, 
equipped with powerful instruments, with the aim of furthering and 
organizing collaboration in astronomy…'.
• Three observational sites, all in Chile: 1 - 4m class telescopes (La 
Silla), Very Large Telescopes [VLT, 4x8m] (Paranal), APEX (in 
operation) and ALMA (giant array of 12-m submm antennas under 
construction) (Llano de Chajnantor, San Pedro de Atacama) 

ES
O
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Enjoy the Workshop!


